
Chapter H . Cd*'l* . Ch. + CxItuluS I3C
"-Category *6 • •
The volume V of a cone is increasing at the rate of 2Brr cubic uni t s
per second. At the instant when the radius r of the cone is 3 units,
its volume is 12'ff cubic units -and the radius is increasing at 1/2
unit per second. .

A) At the instant when the radius of the cone is 3 units ,
whot is the rate of change of the area of its 'base?

Bl At the instant when the radius of 'the -cone is 3 un i t s ,
what is the rate of change of its height h?

C) At the instant when the radius 'of the cone is 3 units,
what is the instantaneous rate of change of the area of
its base with respect to its height?

_
•Category *6 •
A) A point moves on a hyperbola s^-y2 «=23 so that its

y-coordinete is increasing at a constant rate of 4 uni ts po
- . second. How fast is the x-coordinate changing wh*n x=4?~
B) For what values of k will the l ine 2x + 9y + k = o be normal

to the hyperbola 3x2-y2-=23



Calculus $C Ch 4 Category Problems

Cateooru *T_
A tank with a rectangular base and rectangular sides is to be open
at the top. It is to be constructed so that its width is 4 meters and
its volume is 36 cubic meters. If building the tank costs $10 per
square meter for the base and $5 per square meter for the sides,
what is the cost of the least expensive tank? Justify-

Category
Consider the function . fOO =

A)

B)

O .

D)
E)

Find the coordinates of all points at which the tangent to the
curve i-s a .horizontal line.
Find the coordinates of all points at which the tangent to the
curve is a vertical line. .
Find the coordinates of the points at which the absolute .max
and absolute minimum occur.
For what values of x is this function concave down
Graph. -8<x<8

Category *8 Ck j.
A function f is continuous on the interval (-*>> <**) such that:
f(-4) = 8, f(0) = 0, f(2) = 2, f(4) = 4 The functions f snd f
have these properties:
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What are the x-coordinates of all absolute max and abx min pts
of f on the interval £-4/0 Justify
What ore the x-coordinates of all points of inflection of f on
the interval [-4,oo) Justify
Sketch



A Category

?J

A rectangle ABCD with sides parallel to the coordinates axes is
inscribed in the region enclosed by the graph of y- -<fcc2 +4 Qn(j
the x-axis, ' -

A) Find the x and y coordinates of C so that the area of
rectangle ABCD is a maximum.

B) The point C moves along the curve with its x-coordinete
increasing at the constant rate of 2 units per second.
Find the rate of change of the srea of rectangle ABCD
when x = 1/2

Find the equation in point-slope form of the lines (there are
two) through the point ($"fl) which is tangent to the graph of
y =*2

Find the equation in point-slops form of the tengent line to the
graph of
y =3x2 +4x -6 which is parallel to the line 5x -2y - 1 = 0

Category *4 ' • £h • ̂
' A particle moves on the x-axis in such a way that.its position
at time t is given by *<t) =(2t-i) (t-i)2

A) At what time t is the particle at rest?
B) During what interval of time is the particle moving ' '

lef t? Justify.
C) At what time during the interval found in (b) is the

particle moving most rapidly (speed =
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Category *3

f y- Y2x2 -i t then the derivatives of y2 with respect to
x2 is

B) If y ' = 3 x 2 + x ,'then the derivative of y with respect to f
is

Category

•Determine the fol lowing about the graph
_8_ _ 6_

A) If the graph symetric to
1) The x-axis
2) The y-axis
3. The origin

.B) Find the x^coordinaates of each point at which y is
a local max and local min. Justify.

C) Find the x-coordinates of each point of inflection
Justify.



L> Ch.1

A conical reservoir has a depth of 24 feet and a circular top of
radius 12 feet.

It is being filled so that the depth of water is increasing at a
constant rate of 4 feet per hour.

Determine the rate in. cubic feet per hour at which water is
entering the reservoir when the depth is 5 feet.

7 Ch

A rectangle PQRS is inscribed, as sketched,

in the region between the X-axis and the part

of the graph y = cos 4x

71
•specified by -- < x < —

Determine the coordinates of P for which
the perimeter of PQRS is a mayirmim

f .

Given the function f defined by fijx) = x 3 - x 2 - 4x + 4 .

(a) Find the zeros of f.

(b) Write an equation of the line tangent to the graph of f at x = -1 .

(c) The point (a, b) is on the graph of f and the line tangent to the graph at (a, b) passes through the
point (0 , -8) which is not on the graph of f . Find the values of a and b .


